
/Building Story

How to speak 
to your 
audience’s 
listening.



I ❤
ME
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* It’s our favorite 
conversation.

We’re all narcissists. We may 
not admit it, but it’s true.
We like to talk about 
ourselves, and get a 
biochemical buzz from doing 
that. 

* 



TO REPLACE 
PHOTOGRAPH
RIGHT CLICK to 
CHANGE 
BACKGROUND AND 
CHOOSE IMAGE.

RESIZE IMAGE TO 
7.5x13.33

TO SIZE TEXT BOX
SWITCH ON GUIDES. 
CLICK AND RESIZE 
TEXT BOX TO FALL 
WITHIN THE GRID 
PROVIDED.

We have to 
bridge the 
“me” gap to 
get through 
to our 
audience.
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What 
I 
want.

This is the basic T-leaf. The idea is to 
bridge the gap between what you 
want, and what they — your 
audience wants.

What 
they 

want.
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You know too 
much, and 
you are too 
passionate 
about it.
* This is not a compliment.

* 



The curse of 
knowledge.
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If you know too much, it’s difficult 
to explain it to other people. It 
doesn’t matter how smart you are. 
This is why rocket scientists don’t 
go to conferences with brain 
surgeons.



Break down 
what you want 
people to...
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feel

know

do

Narrow this down. 

Only pick two or three things per 
side.
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Click to download a free 
T-leaf template.
(PDF format)

https://drive.google.com/file/d/1ANQW41vhG8-jFF0MLn0E6uzAB2b4q8O2/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1ANQW41vhG8-jFF0MLn0E6uzAB2b4q8O2/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1ANQW41vhG8-jFF0MLn0E6uzAB2b4q8O2/view?usp=sharing
https://docs.google.com/document/d/1tW85sxZq9dn3VK9W7LI5AtcF3b_DTdSr5PvO5eRsSoM/template/preview
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Audience Mapping — 
How to speak to your 
audience’s listening.

FURTHER READING

On any given day, Facebook is 
valued somewhere north of $700 
Billion. Not bad for a company 
that started in a dorm room, and 
doesn’t physically produce 
anything. Contrast that with P&G, 
Ford, GE, Boeing,  ... more

https://www.fassforward.com/post/audience-mapping-how-to-speak-to-your-audience-s-listening
https://www.fassforward.com/post/audience-mapping-how-to-speak-to-your-audience-s-listening
https://www.fassforward.com/post/audience-mapping-how-to-speak-to-your-audience-s-listening
https://www.fassforward.com/post/audience-mapping-how-to-speak-to-your-audience-s-listening
https://www.fassforward.com/post/audience-mapping-how-to-speak-to-your-audience-s-listening
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About fassforward.

Over the years, clients have come 
to call us “The How Company” 
because we keep it practical, 
outcome-based, and rooted in 
neuroscience — all to help our 
clients learn, lead, and 
communicate more effectively.

We work in two areas: 
Business Leadership and 
Business Storytelling. 
Our Coaching is a thinking 
partnership to help leaders think 
differently and create outcomes.

Our Training programs focus on 
closing the “Thursday-Monday 
gap” — the gap between ‘aha’ and 
practical application at work.
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https://www.fassforward.com/coaching
https://www.fassforward.com/training
https://www.fassforward.com/

